HOW TO MAKE SOFT SCULPTURAL BEADS
Felted beads are the ultimate soft sculptural bead. Mold them into any size or shape, they stay soft even
after the felting process is finished. Embellished with tiny embroidery or left plain, felted beads are a fun
twist on the traditional hard bead. The process of felting beads involves wool roving--un-spun, loose wool
fiber--soap and alternating hot and cold baths to shrink the wool fiber into the molded shape. Once the
beads are dry they stay in the molded or sculpted shape and are strung with needle and thread.
Call Battenkill Fibers to purchase our wonderful 100% Wool roving for your
soft sculptural bead project. 518-692-2700
Difficulty: Easy

Things You'll Need:
• Wool roving • Dish soap • Two dish tubs • Hot water
• Cold water • Ice • Knee-high stocking • Clothes dryer
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Fill one dish tub with very hot water, and fill the other with ice and cold water.
Add several squirts of dish soap to the hot water and swish with your hand until the soap is dissolved.
Pull a wad of wool roving from the batt, larger than the intended bead size. The wool shrinks during the felting process.
Dip the wad of wool roving in the hot water, then roll the wool between the palms of both hands to make a ball.
Dunk the wool ball into the cold water and then continue to roll the ball between the palms of both hands, feeling the wool begin to shrink up.
Submerge the wool ball alternately between the hot and cold water, while continuing to shape the ball between temperature changes, until the
wool roving is tightly sculpted into the chosen shape.
7. Repeat the process until all the beads needed are made.
8. Put the felted beads in a knee-high stocking and toss the stocking into a clothes dryer to dry the wool and finish the shrinking process. The heat
sets the beads so they keep their sculpted shapes.

Tips & Warnings
To use the beads, thread a needle and push through each bead to string.
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